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She, The Only Knowledge That Remains

I.

My mind is a juggernaut 

of dirt and steel.

My hands on your body, 

the arbiter of all that is real.

With tears that fall

like the spider crawls,

I sing these syllables 

of voracious yearning:

how I want you,

how I need you,

to slide open these closed curtains of Self

with the silky drawstring of your trembling lower lip.

II.

Welcoming the sun-stream that kissed across his face,

the boy with the nervous fingers sat in the dusty tranquility 

of delicate possibilities.

He recalled the way her streamlined caresses made him heavier;

like a burgeoning white dwarf star,

his heart hurtled towards the Chandrasekhar limit.

As they built the skyline of ideas higher and higher 

with the love-painted bricks of body and breath, 
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a wall of shattered blue sky began to appear 

in gorgeous streaks of orgasmic annihilation.

He reminisced how the rainbow of bliss 

seemed to emanate from the softness of her skin;

as they encircled each other like planetary rings,

they dove in, they dove in.

Imprisoned in the throes of a glorious epiphany,

the birthplace of every element besides hydrogen and helium

became the volatile-but-fertile kindling of her seductive smile.

III.

My mind is a juggernaut 

of dirt and steel.

My hands on your body, 

the arbiter of all that is real.

With tears that fall

like the spider crawls,

I sing these syllables 

of voracious yearning:

how I want you,

how I need you,

to slide open these closed curtains of Self

with the silky drawstring of your trembling lower lip.
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A Galactic Starburst In The Shape Of A Bullet

1.

I am a thin sliver of doubt

floating upon a sea of devastating tranquility.

Yet I dream with the velocity 

of exploding stars.

2.

As planet Earth rotates at 1,000 miles per hour,

my mind twirls with dream-time possibilities;

like a ball on a string we simultaneously zoom 

around a lemony sun at 66,000 miles per hour.

3.

Even when I try to cease these clock-tick movements

the chemistry of life churns onward as heartbeat by heartbeat

my body rifles through space-time.

In the massive serenity of the moment 

I sense the glacial churn of the Milky Way; 

though our spiral arm spins at 483,000 miles per hour,

it still feels like swimming in molasses.

4.

As I sink deeper into this cosmic mirror-land 

I hear the faint rattle of a snake's tail

as my perspective morphs again.
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Relative to the Cosmic Background Radiation,

the Milky Way barrels through space-time

at 1.3 million miles per hour. 

5.

As my essence bathes in the faint 

universal whispers of the big bang

I taste millimeter-sized wavelengths 

bursting with the flavor of human epiphany,

for I suddenly know that, 

since the formation of the Sun and Earth,

the quarks that compose my body 

have spun around the Milky Way twenty times.

6.

I am a thin sliver of doubt

floating upon a sea of devastating tranquility.

Yet I dream with the velocity 

of exploding stars.
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In The Majestic Stillness Of The Night, Nothing Could Be More 

1.

Today,

I'm going to build a sky,

pink and purple and flayed 

with the wretched stains of existence.

For this dawn burns my eyes

with the temporal nature of living.

2.

These hands of carbon reach out for freedom

but reality's chains have skinned our innocence, 

covering us in a harsh bark that scrapes the ground

as we lumber onward.

Freedom is not ours,

for we are Children Of The Stars;

hear how our growing chorus pierces the Milky Way's core,

filling its supermassive black hole with the terrifying wail

of a galactic junkyard full of rusting human hearts.

3.

There are innumerable galactic viewpoints I could have witnessed,

yet it was the journey into your heart 

that filled my pockets with seeds of hope.

(Here.  I am your beacon.  

Follow my serpentine trail of renewal 

as you navigate this tender slipstream of life.)
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4.

Let our crimson hearts dance 

like flickering flames of yearning.

We shall resuscitate our brutalized minds

with the drip-drop-drip of melting ice

as our cool existence suddenly rebounds 

like winter turned into spring.

So taste this kiss of hunger,

witness the wondrous touch

of these worshipping fingertips upon your body,

for your words swirl around me like fawning moons,

luminescent baubles afloat on a distant, distant sea.

And now there is no pretense,

and all that exists in the universe

is the fierce momentum of our bodies, intertwined.
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She Is A Barely Open Window; I Am A Burst Of Wind

1.

Your lithe form

sculpts monuments of insurrection 

upon my careening eyelids.

2.

From here 

in the depopulated wilderness of my heart 

I traipse hastily 

through stabbing blackberry vines

straining to capture the elegant flutter 

of your voice;

like a butterfly 

suddenly arriving in a still forest

you serenade me with rolling waves

of brittle-but-beautiful silence.

3.

I am a moss-covered rock,

whose jagged edges are embraced 

by the subtle textures of your flourishing smile.
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4.

(Oh, 

how mother time's 

apathetic glare 

holds firmly 

like a blissful noose

around the necks 

of her abandoned star-children.)

5.

In this exquisite palace 

of infuriating splendor

I am but a tuft of feathers left 

on a lustrous marble walkway;

preened from majestic songbirds 

with dinosaur eyes

I softly slide 

across the calm void

my ever-hungry heart 

eternally stalking the violet skies.
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Her Naked Forest, Her Flowering Orchid

1.

Vulnerable humanity captured; 

sharp branches of life 

sometimes stain her with red; 

yet at night she dances. 

2.

Twin dalmation pegasuses, 

wings gorgeously striped with carbon, 

flying through the crimson sky.
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Hands Under A Butterfly

I.

Delightful and delicate whispers rain down

as gorgeous contours and vibrant colors 

slowly fade into a fluttering eruption of motion.

II.

This flickering passenger holds tightly to your skin for a moment, 

then flies away on wings lined with a kaleidoscopic winking eye;

as it sky-stumbles into the blue of the horizon,

the colorful blur of memory echoes in your mind 

like a whispered goodbye.
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a red piñata stuffed with endings

shattered segments 

of a mind that wriggles like a worm 

are scattered across 

this desolate pavement

like the crimson toys 

of children

like the revolting guts 

of a carnivore's fresh kill

like the haunting eyes 

of a dying soldier

whose essence gently smears 

across the curved blade of the horizon 

like a tremulous island of wildflowers

drifting upon a sea of blood
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A Constellation That Gallops Away Like A Shy Unicorn

1.

She is a stark flower 

drifting down a moonlit river.

All around her

midnight sparkles 

like a stream of stars.

Expanding waves gently depart her fertile center

like inner thoughts taking shape.

2.

No matter how calmly 

I wade into the crisp waters 

my own motion always sends

her petals of elegance

floating towards infinity.

Like a galaxy deprived of dark matter,

I fly hastily apart.
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I am a beautiful nebula of expanding red and blue

1.

hours

like ancient turtles

swim languidly 

by

before we were 

anything

they roamed 

and roamed

2.

time 

the ever hungry traveler

feasted on seconds

even when the Earth was molten

yet

eventually

from deep within 

the oceanic trenches
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the lava flows

slowed

life became 

multicellular

3.

as the momentum 

of moments coalesced

time began to strangle 

us all

with the slippery reeds 

of sentience
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As She Rises Above The Scarred Landscape I Capture The Shimmer Of Her Eyes  

I.

In her eyes emanates the kind of light

that slowly builds into a morning

swollen with dewy flowers

and the invigorating scent of springtime. 

II.

An elegant strength,

a bold heart,

a thoughtful center,

a stormbringer who likes to capture lightning

just to watch the shadows dance;

a devotee of the divinity of the natural world,

she sifts through moments of time,

halting the clock whenever the poignancy of heartbreak gallops near;

oh, the twist of dead leaves in her hands 

does not make her any less beautiful,

but only serves to highlight that the way 

she puts the depths of her soul on display

is something so gorgeous that 

even in the pitch black of night:

it glimmers with the fury of a lightning strike.
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Destination Unknown

1.

The canopy squirrels leap and chatter,

the sipping doves disappear in a flurry 

of gray and white. 

Earth slides through space-time 

like a whisper through a sieve.

We dwell underground,

burrowing through violent tunnels 

of self-doubt.

Earth slides through space-time 

like a whisper through a sieve.

2.

When salvation suddenly serenades us

with the boisterous song of serendipity,

we climb out of the dirt,

we climb out of the dirt.

In the sky our dreams scatter like leaves

in the fluxing sun-stream.

As the glittery metropolis of discovery expands outward, 

the sound of lips softly kissing fills the stadium of our hearts 

with the unrestrained roar of rejuvenation.
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In the sky our dreams scatter like leaves

in the fluxing sun-stream.

3.

Make it beautiful,

make it brutal,

but do make it.

Scrape the stars under your fingernails;

light the sky with your smile.

Make it beautiful,

make it brutal,

but do make it.

(The canopy squirrels leap and chatter,

the sipping doves disappear in a flurry 

of gray and white.)
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50 Trillion Ways To Destroy The Memory Of Her Smile

There is much

to this universe.

Matter that dances

at the subatomic level.

Quarks that fizzle in

and out of existence.

Moments that cannot be quantified,

feelings that will not be returned.

Today it is wintertime

inside my mind.

Today I feel the chill breeze

erupt upon my shivering skin.

My soul is left behind like the skin

of a long gone snake.

I desiccate and begin to rise above the ground;

like wings spreading I welcome the wind's whispering

as I float away,

suddenly so inconsequential that even gravity

seems to have given up on the entity called me.
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I have left the Earth.

I am now a star.

A candle amongst the blackscatter,

a tiny voice joining the chorus,

a pebble, dropped from a chilly mountaintop,

steadily staggering towards the sea.
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Words Scribbled On The Back Pages Of A Novel While Waiting For A Train

I swallow the snake's tail

I dine on the patterns of chaos

that emanate from each flicker

of the tongue.

Whisper death into my eyes,

dream hatred that sputters

like a dying flame;

moment of regret I incinerate you again,

again.

Light years in my eyes,

a bevy of desire outracing the sun,

a mixture of parting elements,

happiness departing my body like

plague vomited into the stars.

Strangle sprint spirit sin crush;

crumble this edifice as I am demolished

by your sultry stare.

Shred this shell, 

kill these lips;

oh the wailing,

the stutter of despair in my shoes,

the crimson kite flies under stealth

of evening light.
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DarkFilthyAngel bring your bare breasts

into the firelight. Tempt all that I am

with your welcoming lips. Center starlight,

follow the moon to the home in your stare,

where I shall drink your reflection in like

a starry night in whose arms I became no one,

a man without a name,

a teardrop falling through nothing at all.

I, Zephyr, Walker,

Soul Magnet, Mind Obliterator,

the black-hearted yes-man feverishly nodding his assent.

Sychophant, weakling, everyman,

unquenchable demon misfit, runner of mazes,

follower, sickly supplicant;

I create the swirl of oblivion in your pupils.

It grows as the light dims,

as knowledge beams outward.

And you collapse and I am the fusillade,

the burnt butterfly, the charred carnage,

the soul's goo, overcooked consciousness set ablaze.

I crush it. I crush it. Unholy invasion,

glitter of night. Splash! Redirect agony and

fire my art into your oblivious sky.

The tendrils of heat build rings 

around my pounding heart.
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Strangle, 

sprint,

spirit,

sin,

crush;

crumble this flickering

snake's tongue edifice

demolished like being

fucked by your sultry stare,

torn into one,

released from this. 
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